Temporal phenotyping of medically complex children via PARAFAC2 tensor factorization.
Our aim is to extract clinically-meaningful phenotypes from longitudinal electronic health records (EHRs) of medically-complex children. This is a fragile set of patients consuming a disproportionate amount of pediatric care resources but who often end up with sub-optimal clinical outcome. The rise in available electronic health records (EHRs) provide a rich data source that can be used to disentangle their complex clinical conditions into concise, clinically-meaningful groups of characteristics. We aim at identifying those phenotypes and their temporal evolution in a scalable, computational manner, which avoids the time-consuming manual chart review. We analyze longitudinal EHRs from Children's Healthcare of Atlanta including 1045 medically complex patients with a total of 59,948 encounters over 2 years. We apply a tensor factorization method called PARAFAC2 to extract: (a) clinically-meaningful groups of features (b) concise patient representations indicating the presence of a phenotype for each patient, and (c) temporal signatures indicating the evolution of those phenotypes over time for each patient. We identified four medically complex phenotypes, namely gastrointestinal disorders, oncological conditions, blood-related disorders, and neurological system disorders, which have distinct clinical characterizations among patients. We demonstrate the utility of patient representations produced by PARAFAC2, towards identifying groups of patients with significant survival variations. Finally, we showcase representative examples of the temporal phenotypic trends extracted for different patients. Unsupervised temporal phenotyping is an important task since it minimizes the burden on behalf of clinical experts, by relegating their involvement in the output phenotypes' validation. PARAFAC2 enjoys several compelling properties towards temporal computational phenotyping: (a) it is able to handle high-dimensional data and variable numbers of encounters across patients, (b) it has an intuitive interpretation and (c) it is free from ad-hoc parameter choices. Computational phenotypes, such as the ones computed by our approach, have multiple applications; we highlight three of them which are particularly useful for medically complex children: (1) integration into clinical decision support systems, (2) interpretable mortality prediction and 3) clinical trial recruitment. PARAFAC2 can be applied to unsupervised temporal phenotyping tasks where precise definitions of different phenotypes are absent, and lengths of patient records are varying.